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Rid.ssunto. Vengono presentati dati stratigrafici e sedimentologi-
ci sulle successioni carbonatiche affioranti nel massiccio del Cozzo
del Pellegrino (Cosenza), normalmenre ascritte all'Unità metamorfica
di San Donato.
Le successioni studiate hanno alla base delle filladi con interca-
lazioni carbonatiche contenenti alghe dell'Anisico e del Ladinico in-
feriore. Alle filladi segue (ed in pane ne è eteropica) la formazione
denominata infornalmente dei calcari, cosriruira da successioni di
marmi calcarei neri (membro di Piano del Minatore), frequentemente
marnosi, nodulari e bioturbati, con una fauna scarsa e banale rappre-
sentata da ostracodi, gasteropodi e bivalvi. Mounds ad alghe, porostro,
mata e crinoidi sono localmente intercalati in queste facies. Nella par-
te superiore della formazione queste facies fanno transizione lateral-
mente ad un complesso di scogliera (membro di Monte Caramolo) di
età Ladino-Carnica, costituito da boundstone a spugne ed incrostanti e
brecce di fore-reel Questi litotipi sono interpretati come depostisi su
una rampa carbonatica evolvente ad un solco lagunare scarsamente
ossigenato e bordato dalle aree biocostruite. Nel Carnico inferiore, al
culmine di una tendenza regressiva, depositi silicoclastici-evaporirici si
diffondono su tutta l'area ma con spessori decrescenti da ovest verso
est. La successiva formazione di Scifarello affiora prevalentemente
nelle aree orientali ed è costiruira da dolomie tidali localmente asso-
ciate a tempesriti di piattaforma, 
^perta., 
seguite da dolomie e calcari
dolornitici laminati subtidali, frequentemente marnosi. Faune a bival-
vi e foraminiferi consentono di ascrivere al Carnico superiore-Norico
la parte alta di questa formazione. Nel Norico i.feriore un'intensa
attività tettonica è testimoniata da mas*fkms e filoni sedimentari nel-
le aree più orientali.
r- evoluzione paleoambientale generale, tra Anisico e Norico
inferiore, è quella di una sedimentazione carbonatica in zona di piat-
taforma degradante ad est verso ambienti a maggiore profondità, indi-
viduatì dalla tetronica sinsedimentaria Ladinica e Norica, e bordati ad
ovest da un'area peri-continentale a sedimentazione silicoclastico-eva-
poritica, meglio rappresentata nelle successioni dell'Unità di Cetraro.
Infine, le dolomie noriche dell' Unità di Verbicaro, normal-
mente ritenute in contatto di sovrapposizione tettonica con i carbo-
nati triassici dell'Unità di San Donato, sono srate localmente rinvenu-
te in normale successione su questi ultimi ed interpretate pertanto
cone la loro prosecuzione stratigrafica. Inoltre, da un'analisi critica
della letteratura, si evidenzia una càrente documentazione sulla finora
tpotízzàta prosecuzione srrarigrafica Giurassico-Miocenica dell'Unità
di San Donato AUCT Una completa ridefinizione delle unità tettoni-
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che in tutta 1'area a,ppare quindi necessaria per una migliore ricosrru-
zione paleogeografica.
. Abstact, In this paper are presenred srrarigraphic and sedimen-
tological data on the carbonate successrons occurrlns in the Cozzo
del Pellegrino massif (Cosenza), generally considered is penaining ro
the metamorphic San Donato Unit.
The successions stan with thick phyllites and intercalated car-
bonate lenses containing Anisianlower Ladinian algae. To the phylli-
tes follows the informally deftned calcari formation, locally occurring
also as its lateral equivalent. The calcari formation consists of two
members, the first of which (Piano de1 Minatore Mbr.) consists of
black, often marln limestones, showing nodular and bioturbated tex-
tures, with a scarce and banal fauna represented by ostracods, gastro-
pods and bivalves. Algal mounds, with porostromata and crinoids are
locally intercalated in these facies. In the upper pan of the formation
the black limestones pass laterally to a reef complex (Monte Caramo-
1o Mbr.) of Ladino-Carnian age, consisting mainly of boundstones
with sponges and biogenic crusrs, as well as of fore-reef breccias. The-
se lithotypes have been interpreted as deposited on a carbonare ramp
evolving to a restricted, poorly oxygenated lagoonal area, bordered
by bioconstructed margins. In the lower Carnian a carbonate-marly
horizon, containing traces of evaporites, whose thickness is decrea-
sing toward the east, allows a lithostratigraphic correlation between
most of the studied successions. The calcari formation is foliowed by
the Scifarello formation, mainly outcropping in the eastern pans of
the studied area. h consists generally of tidal dolomites with some
tempestites deposited on an shallow open shelf, followed by dolomi-
tes and laminated, often marly, dolomitic limestones, deposited in a
subtidal, restricted environmenr. On the basis of foraminifers and bi-
valves data, the upper pan of the Scifarello formation has been ascri-
bed to the upper Carnian-Norian. Moreover, a strong tectonic activi-
ty of Lower Norian age is evidenced by the presence of mass-flows
and sedimentary dikes in the more easterly areas of the massif. The
general paleoenvironmental evolution, in the period spanning be-
tween Anisian and Early Norian, can be envisaged firstly in a carbo-
nate sedimentation on a wide shelf, grading toward rhe east to dee-
per, possibly basinal areas, whose location was controlled by the La-
dinian and,/or Norian synsedimentary tectonics. This shelf was bor-
dered on the west by a peri-continenral area, with silico-clastic to
evaporitic deposits, better represented in the Cetraro area.
Finally, the Norian dolomites penaining to the Verbicaro
Unit, usually considered as have been thrusted onro rhe Triassic car-
bonates of the San Donato Unit, have been often observed to occur
in normal stratigraphical superposition over rhe latter. Therefore,
also considering the ambiguous evidence presented in the literature
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on the Jurassic-Miocenic evolution of the San Donato Unit AUCT,,
we interpret the Norian Verbicaro dolomites as being the most natu-
ral evolution of the Anisian-Lower Norian San Donato lithotypes. It
follows that for a really valid paleogeographic reconstructlon a com-
plete redefinition of the tectonic units in the whole area is needed.
lntroduction.
The southern Apenninic chain is a fold and thrust
belt consisting of sedimentary successions spanning in
age, v/ith few exceptions, from Norian to Late Miocene.
Older, lower and Middle Triassic rocks are known only
in the basinal successions pertaining to the Lagonegro
IJnits, because the carbonate platform ones have been
detached at the Carnian-Norian level. It is generally as-
sumed that this was due to the presence of Carnian eva-
porite beds, mainly known in the subsurface (Burano
Anhydrite Formation).
In northern Calabria, however, the presence of
important outcrops of Middle-Upper Triassic age below
the Norian Dolomia Principale was suggested since the
end of last century (Cortese, 1895) and later paleontolo-
gically documented by Bousquet & Dubois (1967). The-
se consist of metamorphosed siliciclastics and carbonates
(part of the San Donato Unit AUCT), occurring in a
wide. continuous area oriented NE-S\í between the Poi-
lino massif and the Tyrrhenian sea (Fig. 1). In this paper
we will deal with the carbonates outcropping from the
Timpone Scifarello on the NE to La Mula Mountain on
the SV. \ù7e will refer to this mountainous area, repre-
senting the southern part of the Pollino National Park,
as the Cozzo del Pellegrino massif.
These successions have been the subject, particu-
larly over the last 30 years, of many different tectonic
and paleogeographic interpretations; most of the succes-
sions, though, have never been described in detail. The
aim of this paper is to provide this description, at least
in what is concerning the carbonates present in the San
Donato AUCT. meta-sedimentary successions. Our stra-
tigraphic and paleoenvironmental reconstructions will
be necessarily quite rough, due to the widespread recry-
stallization and the very poorly preserved fossil content.
FIowever, these data can be appreciated as an original
contribution to the paleogeographic reconstruction of
the Middle-Upper Triassic of the shallow Tethys realm.
As a necessary basis to the exposition of our experimen-
tal data, we also present here a most needed extensive
critical evaluation of the previous literature concerning
the San Donato Unrt AUCT. in order to show the con-
tradictions introduced by the past literature and propose
a possible orientation for future researches.
Geological setting.
Northern Calabria is a geologically complex re-
gion where many different tectonic units coexist (Fig.
A. Iannace, M. Boni & V. Zamparelli
1). In fact, in this area two major orogens are present:
the Apenninic chain and the Calabria-Peloritani arc.
The former consists of a discrete pile containing several
nappes of Meso-Cenozoic sedimentary successions depo-
sited on the African continental margin and folded and
thrusted during Miocene and Pliocene toward the Apu-
lian foreland. The Calabria-Peloritani arc, instead, has a
contrasting Alpidic character which was recognised al-
ready by Lugeon 6c Argand (1906). It fact, this belt con-
sists of crystalline and metamorphic Austroalpine- and
Pennine-type nappes piled up during Paleogene, Europe
verging, Alpine tectonics (Haccard et al., 1972; Amodio
Morelli et al., 1.976). The latter orogenic pile acted as
the higher, most internal nappe during the Apenninic
tectonics.
According to the "Structural Model of Italy" (Bigi
et al., 1991), in the Apenninic nappes of northern Cala-
bria the following tectonic units are recognised (Fig. 1):
- San Donato lJnit;
- Alburno-Cervati Unit;
- Verbicaro Unit.
The Verbicaro lJnit tectonically rests over both
the San Donato Unit and the Alburno-Cervati Unit;
the iatter two are separated by a normal fault (Barbieri
et al., 1984).
The Alburno-Cervati and Verbicaro ljnits consist
of Triassic to Miocene sediments formed respectively in
Fig. 1 - Structural framework of nonhern Calabria and localities
cited in the text (after Bigi et al., 1991, modified).
inner-carbonate platform and margin to slope environ-
ments (Bousquet & Grandjacquet, 1969; D'Argenio et
al., 1973). The San Donato lJnit, as defined by Amodio
Morelli et al. (1976), should also consisr of Triassic to
Miocene siliciclastic and carbonate platform sediments
but characterised by a clear metamorphic imprint. In
the San Donato lJnit are lenerally comprised (Quitzow,
1935; Bigi et al.,1991) also the phyllites, carbonares and
evaporites outcropping north of Cetraro (Cetraro Unit,
Dietrich,1976).
Previous studies.
It is very difficult to give an accurate report of the
previous studies concerned with the Triassic terrains of
northern Calabria. All along one century of researches,
considerable disagreement existed on such basic que-
stions as the age of the main formations and on the defi-
nition of the main units. This is certainly due to the
absence of clearly defined marker iithologies, the meta-
morphic recrystallization, the bad preservation of fossils
and the inaccessibility of many of the key areas. In the
more recent past, too many reconstructions have been
proposed based on the reing:rpretation of only a limited
part of ancient data (those produced in the sixties),
without neither modern detailed descriptions nor a deep
reconsideration of other, often contradictory elements
produced in older, but often better documented, papers.
To stop this tendency, we think it is necessary to
go through the whole literature concerning these succes-
sions in order to distinguish what has been actually well
documented from what is only hypothetical or even
fancy. Thus, we will try to summaríze rn this chapter
quite extensively the main data and interpretarions con-
tained in the existing literature (Fig. 2), indicating in pa-
rentheses, when necessary, what exactly each author was
taiking about with respect to the actual outcrops and to
the stratigraphic scheme presented in Fig. 3. The latrer
is based on our previous studies (Boni et al., 1990, !991.,
1994a) and on the data presented in this paper. \fe will
continue to use the informal stratigraphic terms filladi,
San Donato Unit
:E!- _'{!l bsinar pradorm Msin dnd p€flomoorum ooron óron doron dorirn
calcari and Scifarelio formations introduced by Boni et
al. (1991) because we believe that there is still a need for
more complete stratigraphic and tecronic studies before
proposing a formal stratigraphic subdivision.
After the discovery of Triassic in 1879 (by Lovisa-
to, in Bassani, 1.896), the first comprehensive and pione-
ristic work on the geology of Calabria was done by
Cortese (1895), who mapped most of the region for the
Real Ufficio Geologico of the young Italian Kingdom.
He ascribed the rnarmi of the Lungro area (: rhe carbo-
nate intercalations in the filladi formation) to the zona
più alu del Tiías medio cbe dà quasi passaggio al superiore
(:upper Middle Triassic). This conclusion was based on
a purely lithologic correlation with the marmi inferiori
of the Apuane Alps which, according to present know-
ledge (Carmignani & Giglia, 1984), correspond to Ladi
nian marbles of the Massa unit. These marbles were
seen to pass stratigraphically to Upper Triassic phyllites(: the filladl) and then to the Norian Hauptdolomit {oI-
lowed by Rhaetian and Liassic limestones (: calcari for-
mation at Cozzo del Pellegrino).
The geological map realized after the exrensive
geological work of Cortese v/as partly revised by Di Ste-
fano (1904). This author denied the existence of Middle
Triassic strata whiie ascribing the marbles of Lungro, as
well as all the limestones and dolomites overlying the
phyliites (:calcari formation at Cozzo dei Pellegrino
and Scifarello formation) to the Upper Triassic.
Quitzow (1935), attributed a Carnian age ro rhe
phyilites with carbonatic intercalations and basic dykes
of Lungro on the basis of a correlation with similar
rocks of the Gargano Peninsula (Di Stefano, 1395). He
referred to this formation as "meramorphrc Trias" (filla-
diformatton in Fig. 3), and mapped as Hawptdolomit aII
the overlying carbonates. Flowever, he believed that the
contact between the "metamorphic Trias" and his
Hauptdolomil was a tecronic one.
The most important contribution ro the geology
of N'$fl Calabria is due to Grandjacquet, who realized in
the early sixties the 1:25.000 geological maps for the
whole area. The main results of his work are sinthetized
Fiq ) - Svnnntir ni.t"r" 6f the strati-_'b _
crenhtc [rr-"*.rk of nonh-
ern Calabria Triassic accor-
ding ro the exìsting literature
comnarerJ wirh r hat assumed
in the present paper (last co-
lumn). Capital letters refer to
rh".r'"'i-'"^hi.
.".- 
-----.b._r..,- unrrs propo-
sed in the present paper (see
also Fig. 3). Lines with trian-
cles indi.rr" teetnnic contacls.
Arrows indicate the Jurassic
to Paleogene paleogeographic
evolution of the Triassic suc-
cessions according to each
author.
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in Grandjacquet 6r Grandjacquet (196t) and Grandjac-
quet (1,962). In these papers the boundary between the
the "metamorphic Trias" and the overlying limestones,
with their partly interfingering dolomites (:calcari for-
mation at Cozzo del Pellegrino and Scifarello forma-
tion), is considered normal and not of tectonic nature.
Above these Upper Triassic lithologies, irregular beds of
cargneules occur, followed in turn by a comprehensive
series composed of Norian dolomites, Jurassic lime-
stones with chert nodules, Paleocene breccias with chert
clasts and then by Miocene flysch. It was also assumed
that the presence of the cargneules should have caused
the partial detachement of the Norian dolomites, toget-
her with the overiying sediments, from the Ladinian-
Carnian formations. This allowed the distinction of two
units: one parautochthonous and the allochthonous
écaille de Praia a Mare. The successions were considered
as representative of the domaine à silex, a Jurassic-Creta-
ceous deep water domain distinct from the dornaine à
rudistes, the latter represented in the Pollino area and in
some tectonic windows below the écaille de Praia a Mare.
In the papers which followed by Bousquet &
Grandjacquet (1969) and Bousquet (1971, 1973), the pa-
leogeographic model of a "chert domain" well distinct,
from the Jurassic onward, from a "rudist domain", is
maintained. Instead, substantial differences, concerned
with the tectonic relationships among the formations,
were introduced. The Norian-Miocene formations of the
"chert domain" are considered totally allochthonous,
and are redefined as "Verbicaro Unit". The pre-Carnian
carbonates of the former autocbthonous, rnsfead, are con-
sidered to evolve, in the Campotenese area, to 
^ 
p^rfly
metamorphic succession consisting of:
- 600-800 meters of Norian dolomites;
- 100-300 Jurassic and Cretaceous platform lime-
stones, passing laterally to laminated and recrystallized
lithofacies (calcaires plaquetté), whose structure is resul-
ting from isoclinal folding and metamorphism;
- few meters of calcarenites, sandstones and marls
with macroforaminifers of Aquitanian age.
This lacunous succession was considered repre-
sentative of a transitionai domain lying between the two
above mentioned paleogeographic domains. The pre-
Carnian phyllites of Lungro area (filladi formation) were
again considered as a discrete tectonic unit, representing
the roots of the Campotenese succession. Finally, the
metamorphic Campotenese successions and the non-me-
tamorphic ones of the Pollino area (representative of the
"rudist domain') were grouped in the "Campotenese-
Pollino lJnit" because, after Bousquet (1,971), they are
laterally heteropic. The transition from the metamor-
phosed calcaires plaquettés to non-metamorphosed lime-
stones could be observed at Mt. La Serra and between
Monte Gada and Monte Ciagola (east of Praìa a Mare).
Fig. 3 - Stratigraphy of the San Donato Unit AUCT tn the Cozzo
del Pellegrino massif.
Similar indications could be deduced also from the le-
gend of the 1:100.000 geological map "Verbicaro" with
respect to the outcrops between Monte Ciagola and
Monte Gada.
Some structural data, concerning only the Triassic
part of the Campotenese lJnit, were produced by Pierat-
tim (1975), who found a deformation pattern similar to
that present in the Verbicaro lJnit (Grandjacquet, t962).
On the whole, it must be recognized to the
French working group the merit of having documented
paleontoiogically for the first time the Middle Triassic
Series only hypothesized by Cortese (1895). In fact,
they showed the presence of Anisian and Ladinian algae
in the carbonates comprised in the "metamorphic
Trias" (Bousquet & Dubois, 1967; Bousquet et a1.,
1978). In the same years the existence of the "metamor-
phic Trias" was totaliy denied by Ogniben (1969, L973),
who ascribed the corresponding lithotypes to the Creta-
ceous Ligurtd flyscb successions, tectonically overlying
the Mesozoic platform carbonates of the Cozzo del Pel-
legrino massif. This assumption has been recently pro-
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posed again by Cotecchia et al. (1988), disregarding the
additional data produced by Bousquet et al. (1923) well
after Ogniben (1973).
The term "San Donaro lJnit" was introduced by
Amodio Morelli et al. (lZe) who, even in the absence
of new original data, challenged the approach followed
by Bousquet (1971) when defining the Pollino-Campote-
nese lJnit as consisting of coexisting metamorphic and
non-metamorphic lithologies. They reaffirmed, though,
the stratigraphic continuity between the phyllites of Lun-
gro and the carbonates o{ Cozzo del Pellegrino. As a con-
sequence, they distinguished a metamorphic unit (San
Donato Unit : "Metamorphic Trias" + Campotenese
succession) from a non-metamorphic one (Pollino-Albur-
no Cervati Unit). Both units should represenr areas of
persistent shallow water carbonate deposition throughout
the Mesozoic and Paieogene (see also Bonardi et al.,
1982). However, the reasons of Bousquet for assuming a
gradual transition from metamorphic to non metamor-
phic rocks are not closely discussed before being rejected,
neither is provided a map showing the boundary and the
actual outcrops of the two newly created units.
In a subsequent paper (Barbieri et al., 1984), co-
authored by some of the Amodio Morelli et al. group of
authors, a schematic map was produced where the ex-
tension of the San Donato lJnit was depicted. This
should include: the phyllites with marbles intercalations
of Lungro, the overlying carbonates of Cozzo del Pelle-
grino massif and some isolated and scattered recrystalli-
zed limestone outcrops (La Serra, Campotenese, Coppo-
la di Paola, Papasidero, Cozzo Petrara). Some of these
outcrops broadly correspond to fhe "calcaires plaquettés"
outcrops of Bousquet (1,971). Others (Papasidero and
Cozzo Petrara), show the same metamorphic characters
of the calcaires plaquettés (see for example Di Stefano,
1904, p. 41; Bousquet., 1971.; Sheet 220 Carta Geologica
d'Italia), but then it is not clear why the Monte Ciagoia
outcrops, which are locally metamorphic too (Bousquet,
1971; Sheet 220 Cana Geologica d'Italia) are artribured
to the non metamorphic Pollino Unit..
New sedimentologic and paleontological dara con-
cerning the Triassic carbonares of Monte Caramolo-
Timpone Scifarello (Castrovillari area) are provided by
Boni et aI. (1990, 1991, 1994a, 1994b). These Authors
recognrze a Ladinian-Carnian reef complex, documented
by a rich fossil assemblage, similar to those of eastern
Alps. The reef deposits, bordered by a restricted lagoon,
are followed by Carnian dolomites deposited on an open
ramp distally steepened by a strong synsediment^ry îec-
tonics (Santantonio & Sonnino, 1982; Boni et al., 1.991,,
lee4b).
A stratigraphic reassessement of the San Donaro
Unit has recently been proposed by Ietto et al. (tWZ)
and Ietto & Barilaro (1993). In the simple srructural
maps provided in these papers, to the San Donato Unit
lithologies pertain the same areas of occurrence depicted
in the map of Barbieri et al. (1.984), with only minor
differences. It is claimed, however, that the whole unit
should be not younger than the Carnian, thus desdai-
ning the stratigraphic data of Bousquet (1971). In fact,
the latter author (in agreement with Di Stefano, 1904, p.
45 and 50) had clearly mentioned rhe presence of rudist
limestones building the reliefs of Coppola di Paola, as
well as of Jurassic organogenic limestones at Monte La
Serra (again in agreement wirh Di Stefano, 1904, p. 46).
Both the mentioned areas are included by Ietto et al.
(1.992) in their fully Triassic San Donato lJnit.
In Ietto & Barilaro (1993) rt is also proposed that
the San Donato depositional domain should have corre-
sponded during Carnian to a deep water environmenr,
transitional to the Lagonegro basin (Scandone, 1967).
After these Authors, in fact, the San Donato strati-
graphic succession consists of:
a) Anisian phyllites with carbonate intercalations;
b) cherty metalimestones, often transformed in
th,e "calcaires plaquettés" facies, considered by the Aut-
hors as the most characteristic lithology of the whole
unit;
c) platform dolomites, outcropping at La Mula
mountain, laterally passing to siliciclastic-cherty merase-
diments af Cozzo Nisco as well as on "most of the
outcrops around Campotenese" to the north-east.
The Authors correlate these intervals respectively
with the "Monte Facito", the "Calcari con selce" and the
"Scisti Silicei" formations of the Lagonegro succession
(Scandone, 1962).
The siliciclastic and cherry merasedimenrs
outcropping 
^f Cozzo Nisco and in the surrounding
areas are assumed to be Triassic only because directly
overlying the newly defined cherty meralimestones (as-
sumed to be Ladinian in age) and because of the absence
of paleontological remains. Again, the paleontological
data provided by previous authors granting a Jurassic
and/or Cretaceous age to the many limestone outcrops
in the Campotenese area, are not further discussed. The
same is done for the siliciclastic sediments of Campote-
nese containing Miocene macroforaminifers fauna quo-
ted by Bousquer (1971) and recently illustrated by Patac-
ca et al. (1,992). Finaily, the hypothesized correlation be-
tween these cherty-siliciclastic sediments and the Scisti
Silicei formation, the latter of well established Jurassic
age (Scandone, 1967), strongly contrasts with the made
assumption of a Triassic age for the whole San Donato
succession.
Stratigraphy.
As mentioned in the previous section, the strati-
graphic studies on these successions have been always
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made difficult by the metamorphic recrystallization and
deformation, the scarce fossil content and the assumed
monotony of the lithologies. There is local evidence,
too, of isoclinal folding at different levels in the succes-
sions, this fact being a strong obstacle for the evaluation
of their exact thicknesses as well as for more detaiied
stratigraphic and sedimentologic studies. As a conse-
quence, our stratigraphic reconstructions of the San Do-
nato lJnit are necessarily made on a broader scale and
mainly based on two decisive findings which made the
correlation possible in the first place:
1) the rich peri-reefal facies assemblage, occurring
in the eastern areas, followed by lagoonal dolomites,
which enabled us to document the Ladinian and Car-
nian stages;
2) the presence of evaporites, either still preserved
or vanished, as well as of the relics of their dissolution
(cargneules or rauhuacke), which allowed broad correla-
tions of different successions using a criteria of locai
"event" stratigraphy.
IJp to now, we were not able to perform any stra-
tigraphic reconstruction in the filladi formation with
their carbonate intercalations, because of the much
more frequent and pervasive isoclinal folds which resul-
ted into transposed stratification. F{owever, we believe
that, after the stratigraphic setting will be made clear for
the carbonate lithologies, a specific study should be un-
dertaken also on the phyllites. For the present study, we
rely on the data of Bousquet & Dubois (1967), which
attributed to the Anisian the "carbonate intercalation"
of Ponte dei Colombi (2 km S\f of Lungro) and to the
Ladinian the uppermost intercalation in the filladi at
Piano Pulledro, (3 km east of the Cozzo del Pellegrino
peak). In fact, recrystallized remnants of Diplopora sp.
frequently appear on the $/eathered surfaces of these car-
bonates, not only at the mentioned localities but also in
other areas where the same stratigraphic levels occur. In
this respect, the doubts raised by some Authors on the
actual existence of the "metamorphic Trias" (Ogniben,
1973; Cotecchia et al., 1988) are no more acceptable.
Another statement by the older Authors (Bou-
squet, 197L, p.26), that we were also able to confirm, is
the laterai heteropy between the "Anisian" filladi and
the limestones in the south-western areas. This fact
could justify the anomalous thicknesses of the carbonate
lithotypes observed in La Muletta section respect to the
thinner Mt. Caramolo-Scifarello sections (Fig. a).
The general scheme derived from our studies,
shown in Fig. 3, is based on a combination of the strati
graphic columns presented in Fig. 4.
Monte Caramolo-Timpone Scifarello area.
The stratigraphy and sedimentology of this ea-
sternmost area has been already described by Boni et a1.,
(1991, 1994b). \fe give here only a brief summary deri-
ved from the above mentioned papers.
In the two columns on the right in Fig. 4 is de-
picted how; on the eastern flank of Monte Caramolo, a
Ladino-Carnian peri-reefal facies association of lime-
stones and dolomites evolves to Carnian and Lower No-
rian peritidal dolomites, characterízed by strong synsedi-
mentary tectonics. Bet'ween Piano del Minatore and
Monte Scifarelio, instead, black, ostracod-bearing, calca-
reous marbles are present, evolving in turn also to Car-
nian dolomites similar to those of Monte Caramolo. By
correlation between the Carnian dolomites of the two
successions, the black marbles of Piano del Minatore are
considered heteropic of the peri-reefal facies of Monte
Caramolo.
The boundstone facies of the reef complex con-
tains sphinctozoans, biogenic crusts, Tubiplrytes and mi
nor Problematica. The main reef building organisms in-
clude: Colospongia catenulata catenwlata Ott, Solenolmia
manon rnanon $4ùnster), (Ipanella irregularis Ott etc.
Rare corals and isolated concentratiòns or whole colo-
nies of (?) Holocoelia toulai Steinmann (Fig. 5a) are also
present. Multigeneration cements are very abundant, as
radial-fibrous botryoids followed by isopachous crusts of
recrystaliized fibrous calcite. This boundstone facies cor-
responds to deposits in various environments of a well
developed reef complex. Flowever, by far the most wide-
spread facies in the easternmost areas is the reef-debris
rudstone (Fig. 5b). This facies quite obviously represents
the product of resedimentation of re.worked buildups in
a fore-reef environment.
A Tèutloporella herculea (Stoppani)-bearing pack-
stone/grainstone facies occurs at the top of the reef fa-
cies succession. Laminated fenestrae, sheet-cracks and
fractures filled with fibrous, isopachous cements are
common. This facies has been interpreted as a near
back-reef deposit because of its textural characters and
due to the presence of the above mentioned alga toget-
her vzith Porostromata fragments.
The uppermost part of the succession consists in
this area of white to pinkish limestones, sometimes do-
lomitized, thickiy bedded and characterizedby molds of
large gastropods and bivalves. These rocks, which have
been interpreted (Boni et aL, 1994b) as subtidal lagoonal
sediments, alternate with laminated, fenestral dolomitic
limestones some dm-thick. In these interwals, pisoiitic
crusts and anhydrite molds have been observed, this in-
dicating periodic subaerial exposures in a partiy evapori-
tic environment.
The whole facies succession at Monte Caramolo
records a regressive trend which can be interpreted as
related to the progradation of the platform together
with its marginal buildups over a preexisting carbonate
ramD.
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Stratigraphic columns of the San Donato Umt ALICT in the studied area. Location for columns A to C can be found in Fig. 9; for
columns D and E see Fig. 1 and Boni et al. (1994b).
Fi- 4
This succession grades then upwards into the tidal
(mainly subtidal) dolomites of the Scifarello formation
(Fig. 6). These consisr mainly of well-bedded, often
brecciated, dark-gray dolomites, and of minor yellowish
marly dolomites. Their thickness ranges from 4OO to a
maximum measured of 600 m. FIowever. the dolomitic
successions are generally cur by multiple faults and
shear planes. It cannot therefore be excluded that some
of the thicknesses of the measured profiies are biased
from local repetitions.
A strong variability, both in the facies types and
in thickness, has been noticed berween the Scifarello
Fig. 5 - Monte Caramolo Member. (a)
Reef-front Íacres: ?Holocoelia
toulai Steinmann thickets
(south of Mt. Caramolo). (b)
Fore-reef facies: moderately
sorted rudstone with rounded
clasts representing reworked
boundstone of the central
reef area. The space among
the clasts is filled mainly by
white, isopachous fibrous ce-
ments (1 km east of Monte
Caramolo).
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Scifarello formatìon. a) Subtidal, laminated dolomites, alternating with cyanobacterial bindstone and mudstone intervals (Vallone
Palermo); b) enlargement of (a), showing the mudstone intenals with local disrupted layers (bottom left); c) cyanobacterial dolomitic
bindstone (Piano Caramolo); d) synsedimentary breccia interwal in the upper part of the formation (Piano Caramolo); e) alternations
of laminated white and dark-gray dolomites with an interual of synsedimentary breccia at the bottom (Piano Scifarello).
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Fis 7 Scifarello formation. Filopecten fiLosus Hater (Piano Scifa
rello) .
formation dolomites at Piano Caramolo and at Piano
Scifarello proper (Boni et aL., 1991).
At Piano Caramolo the lower part of the succes-
sion consists of mainly laminated, fenestral, often onco-
litic facies, alternating with numero:us coquina beds, in-
terpreted as tempestites (Santantonio & Sonnino, 1987).
The latter contain abundant gastropod and bivalve
shells, often in shelter position, but ammonoids and
nautiloids orthocones are also frequent. Some reworked
pisolitic crusts also occur. The remaining part of the
succession consists mainly of homogeneous or thinly la-
minated, gray dolomites (Fig. 6a, b, c), often containing
ostracods and microbial mats. Locally, bivalve shells and
algae occur, as well as some oolitic beds. Many of the
thin laminae are graded (microturbidites). In the whole
succession, but especially in its middle parr, dm- ro m-
thick beds of laminated mariy dolomites are presenr, so-
metimes exhibiting a flaser texture. A strong inprint of
synsedimentary tectonics, represented by frequent and
thick neptunian dykes, filled with dolomitic breccias
(Fig. 6d, e), as well as evidence of micro- and macrofaul-
ting cùtting the sediments, was already emphasized by
Santantonio & Sonnino (1987). The infilling material of
the dykes and the matrix of the breccias consisrs of a
darker, fine-grained dolomite. The upper part of the
succession is characterized by an alternation of mechani-
cally and organically laminated dolomites.
The succession at Piano Scifarello (Boni et a1.,
1991) is characterized by a lesser amount of the lower,
inter-supratidal facies, by the presence of truly arena-
ceous beds in the terrigenous intercalations and by local
evidence of synsedimenrary tecronics.
In the terrigenous levels of both successions a rich
association of bivalves, comprising pectinides and pteri-
des (gen. Arcavicula) has been recorded. The recognition
of the species Filopecten filosus Flauer (Fig. Z) (Boni et
aI., 1991) and Cornucardia hornigerl (Broglio Loriga et
aI., 1994) allows to attribute a Julian-Tuvalian age to the-
se beds, occurring in the middle-upper part of the Scifa-
rello formation. In the overlying dolomitic beds a fora-
minifera association of Norian age has been determined
(Zamparelli et al., in press). These typically occur in as-
sociation with little Q to 5 cm) megalodon-rype bivaive
shells. Thus, the presence of the Norian stage, which
had been only "not excluded" in our previous papers,
can be definitively confirmed.
Further research in other outcrops in the same
area has been focussed on the transition from the calcari
formation to the dolomites of the Scifarello formation.
This transition is particularly well exposed, among ot-
Fig.8 - Scifarello formation. a) Gray mudstone with calcite nodules interpreted as chicken-wire strucrures (Piano di Vincenzo); b) anhydrite
crystal in a dolomitic mudstone in the upper pan of the formation, Crossed Nicols (Piano Caramolo).
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her localities, along the unpaved road 300 meters sourh
of Piano di Novacco. FIere laminated subtidal grey dolo-
mites alternate with calcareous marbles, representing the
uppermost part of the calcari formation. After these cal-
careous marbles, some m-thick beds of yellowish,
earthy-iooking dolomitic calcschists are presenr as well
as cavernous, yellowish breccias. \fe have interpreted the
latter as raubuacke-lìthotypes also because of their asso-
ciation with sucrosic grey dolomites with molds of eva-
porite crystals. Furthermore, in some of the dolomite
beds scattered nodules of calcite, some cm in diameter,
have been found (Fig. 8a); we have interpreted them as
replacement of evaporitic "chicken wire" anhydrite.
Similar lithologies are present, at exactly the same
stratigraphic levels, i.e. at the transition limestone-dolo-
mite, also on the southwestern flank of Timpone della
Magara, along the road from Piano del Minarore to Pia-
no di Novacco. Finally, near the radio station on the
top of Timpone della Magara, agaín around the transi-
tion between the calcari and Scifarello formations, pin-
kish marbles with evaporite molds (Fig. 8b), similar to
the lagoonal facies of Monte Caramolo, occur.
The presence of the described lithologies in the
eastern areas, even if not very significant in thickness,
is nevertheless very important because it might repre-
sent the key for a wide correlation with the more we-
sternly regions where the true evaporitic facies, mentio-
ned in the older literature, are much better represented.
Monte La Muletta area.
The most complete and well exposed succession of
the carbonates pertaining to the San Donato Unit in the
whole studied area, consisting of some 11OO meters of well
bedded limestones and minor dolomites, occurs ar Monte
La Muletta Fig. g). Similar successions build also the re-
liefs of Monte La Mula, Serra Aulici and Serra Saetrare.
This succession has been studied mainly along the
south-eastern flank of La Muletta Mt., in a profile com-
prised from the height of m 1100 and the mounrain's
top. The exposures are quite bad in the first part of the
succession, much better in the upper one. The entire
section can be divided in three following intervals:
1) the first 700 meters consist of discrete horizons
of well bedded black calcareous marbles alternating with
more massive and light-coloured ones. The bedding is
enhanced by thin levels of marls (frcquently meramor-
phosed in sericitic phyllites), separating 5 to 10 cm-thick
beds of coarsely crystalline limestone. The marly inter-
Iayers can become locally thicker and distinctly yel-
lowish or reddish on the weathered surfaces. In this
case, a pseudonodular texture deveiops (Fig. 10a). 
'ù7here
the rocks are less recrystallized, it is possible to define
the microfacies as mudsto ne and/ or wackestone.
These lithotypes alternare with grey, more massive
marbles in which both strong recrystallization and in-
ternal microfolding have obliterared any former sedi-
mentary structure. Some beds are locally dolomitized,
even if the phenomenon never shows a great làteral con-
tinuity. However, the dolomitized lithotypes escaped
the strong metamorphic recrystallization commonly oc-
curring in their calcareous counterparts, therefore a few
sedimentary structures have been better presetwed in the
former. The dolomites are fine grained, can be defined
as mudstones-wackestones and are characterized by p^-
rallel or wavy lamination. Limited evidence of intertidal
settings are witnessed by little mud-cracks. Some chert
beds occur occasionally in these intervals.
Few badly preserved dasycladacean algae have
been observed. Their sizes and gross morphology are
apparently those of Diplopora sp., which was already re-
corded by Bousquet at al. (1978) at comparable strati-
graphic levels. Further fossils are represented by thin
shelled, costated bivalves and turricolate gastropods (Fig.
10b), generally silicified or dolomitized.
2) The middle-upper part of the succession is
mainly characterized by a higher percentage of marls as
vreli as by more frequent dolomitized beds. As a conse-
quence, the pseudonodular texture, already mentioned
locally in the lowermost interval, is much more com-
mon in these black, thinly bedded, marly dolomites. I-o-
cally, some meter thick levels of pure dolomitic marls are
present. In these more ductiie horizons parasitic folds as
well as boudinage structures commonly occur. The most
spectacular exampies of such structures can be observed
on the southern flank of Serra Saettare Fig S).
The most characteristic feature of the interval (2),
however, is represented by the extensively burrowed tex-
tures which are locally dominant (Fig. 10c). They mostly
consist of tubes, 1 cm across and some cm long, lying
parallei to the bedding. The tubes are particularly evi-
dent on the yeliowish, weathered bedding planes of the
calcareous marls but, at closer examination, they can be
observed also in the more carbonatic, black layers. These
features were aiso described at Serra Saettare by Damia-
ni (1970), who defined them as thick "virgoloni"(:bíg
commas) without giving any genetic explanation.
The fossil shells, often organízed ín coquina Iayers,
aiso become more and more abundant in this interval
(2). In the uppermost layers heart-shaped bivalves, some
Fig. 9 - Schematic geological map and cross sections of the western pan of the Cozzo del Pellegrino - La Mula Mountain area. 1) Filladi
formation; 2) CaLcari formation; 3) Scifarello formation; 4) stratigraphic conract; 5) tectonìc contact; 6) traces of the geological
sections; 7) location of the measured stratigraphic columns of Fig. 4; 8) bedded limestone; 9) marly nodular limestone; 10) dolomite
and marly dolomite; 11) massive dolomitic limestone; 12) phyllite.
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Fig. 10 CaLcari formation. a) Black limestone with marly intercalations and flaser structure (La Mula); b) biodetrital accurnulation of gastro-
-^,1. '-,1 l-;.,'1.'^q on a bed surface of the black limestone (La Muletta Mt.); c) burrowed structures in the black limestones (La Mula
Mt.); d) problematic organic remnants possibly corresponding to "Spongiomorphyds"-Hydrozoans, in black linestones (Cozzo del
Pellegrino).
centimeter large, occur. White, millimeter-sized circular
spots, resembling to ostracods shells, are also frequent.
In only one sample we found problematic remnants of
porostromata or solenoporacean algae, as well as stron-
gly recrystallized, cm-sized, ovoidal organisms which are
dubitatively attributed to hydrozoans (Fig. 10d).
The dolomitized beds are more abundant with re-
spect to the lower parts of the succession but they gene-
raliy show simiiar facies as in the layers below. One of
these horizons, as thick as 20 meters (La Muietta, 1530
meters height), consists in its lower part of white, fine-
grained dolomites containing a few, some centimeters
large sparry calcite nodules (Fig. 12a). Also, millimeter-
sized prismatic, elongated molds are present. Both these
findings point to limited amount of vanished evaporites.
The upper dolomites are grey or black, fine-grained and
generally laminated. 
.The lamination is mechanical in
origin with local evidence of graded bedding.
3) The dark laminated dolomites become gradual-
1y the dominant lithotype in the uppermost part of the
succession. in this part of the section they contain true
cyanobacterial mats and are characteristically associated
to other facies: recrystallized yellowish marls
(calcschists), sucrosic, late diagenetic grey dolomite,
black slates, brecciated cavernous dolomitic limestones
(cargneules or raultaackr) (Fig 11). These facies can be
observed at Ii Campo locality (Fig. 9), where this suc-
cession is also truncated by a fault.
The dolomitic levels can be better observed in the
river Rosa valley, near the San Sosti viliage, on the re-
verse flank of the large recumbent fold (Fig. 9) forming
the main structure of the whole La Mula-Muletta-Pietra
dell'Angioletto group (Lucini, 1959). Entering the river
valley from San Sosti, along the unpaved road, the fol-
lowing lithofacies can be observed (from the strati-
graphic top to the bottom):
- green and reddish phyllites, black slates and
brown metarenites.
- thin, centimetric beds of white dolomite alterna-
ting with yellowish marly dolomites. These dolomites
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Fig. 11 - FIand specimen of raubuache or cargneule (Rosa River, San
Sosti).
are very fine-grained, structureless and contain abundant
molds after anhydrite crystals. Recrystallization is al-
most absent in these lithofacies. F{owever, they could be
the equivalent of the calcschists found at I1 Campo. This
interval is some tens of merers thick and presents a di-
stinct ciclicity, due to reguiar variations of the carbona-
te/ cl.ay ratio;
- rawbwaclee;
- black, laminated or nodular dolomitic limestones;
Proceding upstream along the Rosa River Valley,
again the same gradual transition from the black, nodu-
lar limestones to the evaporitic dolomites, yellowish
calcschists and rare black slates is observed. Actually,
these lithotypes can be followed northward troughout
the Vallone dello Sfrasso to Pantanelli area (Fig. 9); they
always mark the boundary with the dolomites of Monte
Montea, lying to the west. The latter dolomites consist
of algal-rich deposits of Norian age (Di Stefano,19O4;
Grandjacquet & Grandjacquet, 1961), belonging, accor-
ding to most recent literature, to the tectonically over-
lying Verbicaro lJnit (Bousquet 6c Grandjacqueî, 1969;
Amodio Morelli et al., L976; Barbieri et al., 1984; Ietto
et aI., 1992). On the conrrary, our observations estab-
Lshed that the contact between the dolomites of the San
Donato Unit and those of Monte Monrea, even if gene-
rally tectonized, can be recognized basically as srrari-
graphic. In their geological maps, both Grandjacquet
(1962) and Damiani (1920) considered this boundary as
a stratigraphic one.
This conclusion does not derive from detailed
biostratigraphic analyses, even though the successions in
contact, because of the comparison with similar series
in other outcrops, can be grossly dated as Ladinian-Car-
nian and ?Carnian-Norian respectively. For a srrari-
graphic continuity mainly speaks the fact that all along
the folded contact surface always the same associarion
of lithotypes occurs: laminated marbles (alternating cal-
careous and dolomitic), evaporitic dolomites (rauhruacke
and vacuolar sucrosic dolomites), yellowish calcschists
and black slates. In the contact area, nowhere a clear
unconformity neither a well defined cataciastic or milo-
nitic contact surface has been observed. As additional
evidence, the Carnian-Norian dolomites belonging to
the Verbicaro Unit, locally (Varco del Palombaro) un-
derly the Ladinian-Carnian marbles, this implying that
both successions, being involved in the overturned flank
of the La Mula fold, shared a common tectonic beha-
viour. We think that this evidence, parricularly the pre-
sence of raubtuacke and the "along bedding" deforma-
tion, matches better the characteristics of a detachement
shear zone. Specific structural researches should be carri-
ed out on this point.
Finally, it must be mentioned that several out-
crops with the same evaporitic carbonates as those of
the Rosa River (Fig. 9), can be followed all along the
road from San Sosti ro San Donaro di Ninea íS.S.1O5)
and especially in the surroundings of Policastrello.
Fig. l2 .rl Chicken-*i.o structures in
a dolomitic interval of the
calcari formatron, at the Mu-
letta Mt.; b) chicken-wire
structures, filled with two ge-
nerations of cements (I dolo-
mite - II calcite) in the lower-
most Scifarello dolomrtes
(trail to Piano Scifarello).
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Cozzo del Pellegrino succession.
At the Cozzo del Pellegrino Mt., the highest peak
(1987 m) of the region, rhe lower half of the carbonate
succession outcrops. Good observations were possible at
Cozzo di Valle Scura and La Calvia mountains (Fig. 9).
At the height of about 1550 meters, a gradual
transition from phyllites to grey marbles occurs, the lat-
ter being comparable to those outcropping at La Mulet-
ta. At Cozzo di Valie Scura however, they contain more
frequentiy ghosts of dasyciadacean algae (Diplopora?)
which, due to their stratigraphic position, should corre-
spond to those described by Bousquet et al. (1978) at
Piano Pulledro. These algae are observable on the
weaîhered surfaces of the limestones and appear as whi-
te, sparry rings 0.5 cm across and with a relatively thick
wall. They are characteristically stained by iron oxydes
and in thin section it is almost impossible to distinguish
them from the recrystallized matrix. In this area there is
also a clear evidence of mesoscopic tight to isoclinal
folds as well as of pseudonodular, boudinated textures.
After some 350 meters, there is a gradual transi-
tion from limestone to dolomite. At Cozzo di Valle Scu-
ra the latter lithotype starts with oncolitic facies contai
ning abundant echinoderm plates, echinoids spines and
ghosts of dasycladacean algae (Fig. 13c). These dolomites
are light grey and white on the weathered surfaces.
They are followed by grey to dark grey, laminated dolo-
mites more similar to those described as subtidai depo-
sits in the intercalations of La Muletta mountain.
More interesting facies occur on the highest part
of the La Calvia mountain (Fig. 9). Flere, at around
1.700 meters of altitude, there is a short interval of lami-
nated mudstone with thin mudcracks, followed in turn
by a rich mound biofacies up to the top. The same fa-
cies can be found also near the western edge of the Coz-
zo del Peilegrino peak.
The main facies types can be grouped as follows:
- crinoidal-bivalve packstone;
- ?"spongiomorphid"/hydrozoan-crinoidal floatstone;
- dasyciadacean-crinoidal packstone;
- porostromata-bivalve boundstone;
The crinoids (Fig. 13b) are present as mm-sized
isolated plates or as little fragments of the columna corL-
sisting of only few plates. They are surrounded by a fine
grained, bioclastic matrix.
The bivalves are thin shelled, and sometimes oc-
cur as rich accumulations with a distinct orientation,
always associated to crinoid plates.
Together with the crinoids, a problematic orga-
nism is often found, generally as large fragments. These
consist of 5 to 15 dm large, irreguiarly digitate or bran-
ched, bulblike structures which are easily seen in relief
on the weathered surfaces of the carbonates. In thin sec-
tion, instead, these structures are almost completely re-
crystallized. Only in few cases the above mentioned re-
ticulate texture can be recognìzed, this suggesting a pos-
sible classification of this organism as "spongiomor-
phid"/hydrozoan. The taxonomy of the latter group is
quite controversial and in the more recent literature
both "spongiomorphids" and hydrozoans are actually
comprised in the larger taxon of demosponges (Reitner,
reeL).
A rich and diversified dasycladacean algae assem-
blage (Fig. 13c) is also present but only in a few cases it
is possible to give a specific determination. The presence
o{ Aciculella Pia, and more specifically of Acicwlella ba-
cillwmPiavar. perforaa Bystricky (Fig. 13a) is quite well
constrained. Other forms can be possibly ascribed to
the genus Diplopora and to the group Oligoporella/Plry-
soporella. Among the forms with larger sizes, also 7èutlo-
porella sp. might be dubitatively present.
Porostromata are the main organisms in bafflesto-
nes. Quite frequently they are represented by branching
thickets, up to 15 centimeters large, belonging to the ge-
nus Cladogiruanella (more specifically Cladogiruanella
cipitensis Ott) (Fig. 13d). Others, fanlike forms can be
dubitatively attributed to solenopoÍacean algae (Fig.
13e). Biogenic crusts are quite rare but their presence
could be masked by the strong recrystalhzation of the
carbonates. Two small specimens of the sphinctozoan
Celyphia zoldana Ott, Pisa & Farabegoli (Fig. 13f) have
been also found, as well as some baby ammonoids and
small, turricolate gastropods.
Referring to th€ stratigraphic position of the dasy-
cladacean algae, associations containing Aciculella, and
more specifically Aciculella bacillurn var. perforata, have
been mentioned both in the Ladinian of the Car-
pathians (Bystricky, 1975) and in the Anisian of the
Eastern Alps (Senowban-Daryan et a1., 1993; Bucur et
al., 1994). Among the other forms, Cladogiroanella cipi-
- tensis has a generical Ladinian occurrence (Senowbari-
Daryan & Flúgel, 1993), whiie the sphinctozoan
Celyphia zoldana, generally described in the Anisian
reefs, has been found also in the Ladinian (Brandner et
a1.,1991).
S. Agata d'Esaro-Passo dello Scalone area.
In this area 'we did not perform a detailed map-
ping but tried to integrate our own punctual observa-
tions with significant informations which can be deri-
ved from the 1:25000 geological maps of Calabria ("ta-
volette" San Sosti and Belvedere Marittimo).
In the deep Esaro canyon some 700 meters of well
bedded limestones are exposed, whose characteristics are
comparable to those of La Mula area. The best outcrops
can be easily observed at the end of the canyon, near
the S. Agata d'Esaro village, where the whole succession
is verticalized by a large scale fold.
San Donato Unit
Calcari formation. Different faunas in the Cozzo del Pellegrino succession. a) Aciculella sp. Pia association; among others AciculeL/a
bacillum Pia var. perforata Bystricky; b) crinoids and bivalve packstone; c) dasycladacean algae association; d) bush-like and multi-
branched problematic alga Cladogirvanella cipitensis Ott; e) solenoporacean fragment (?Parachaetetel; \ Celyphla zoldana Ott, Ptsa k.
Farabeeoli.
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The limestones are then capped by a dolomitic
breccia, also outcropping at Passo dello Scaione, which
has been interpreted by many Authors as an evaporitic
cdrgneule (Cortese, 1895; Grandjacquet, 1962; Ogniben,
1969). The transition carbonates-evaporitic breccias is
well evidenced on the geological map and can be obser-
ved along the east-west path going through the canyon.
The successions of S.Agata d'Esaro and Passo del-
lo Scalone areas (marbles followed by evaporitic doiomi-
tes) can be roughly correlated with those occurring both
at La Muietta and at Piano del Minatore, even though at
Passo dello Scalone the evaporites have a greater thic-
kness.
This fact indirectly documents the Carnian age of
the Passo dello Scalone evaporite lithofacies, as original-
ly suggested by Quitzow (1935).
Paleoenvironmental reconstruction.
The data presenred in the previous section,
although not exceedingly detailed to define beyond any
doubt the stratigraphical and sedimentological setting of
lit
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this part of Calabria, can be nevertheless interpreted in
a coherent evolutive scenario. We exclude from this re-
construction the Anisian phyllites (:filladi formation)
because the available dara are still insufficient. The inter-
pretation we are going to Present here is made on larger
scale and more detailed with respect to that we outlined
in a previous study (Boni et al., 1994b).
The general trend for the whole Middle-Upper
Triassic (?Anisian-Carnian) in northern Calabria should
imply the transition from a continental' siliciclastic-eva-
poritic area in the SV, to a platform margin and slope
to the NE throughout a carbonate shelf domain. Several
steps can be recognized in this lateral and vertical evolu-
tion (Fig. 14).
a) The initial evolutionary stage, which broadiy
corresponds to the Anisian-Early Ladinian, can be only
tentatively characterized. In fact, the basal part oÍ all the
studied sections is represented by grey to white marbles
and some laminated, subtidal dolomites. The preserved
fossils are rare but, significantly, most of them are dasy-
cladacean algae. Among the other fossils there are bival-
ves and gastropods. FIence, it can be assumed a relatí-
vely shallow depositional environment, generically a
continental shelf with a limited terrigenous input. \flith
this limited data set it is almost impossible to discrimi-
nate bet'ween a lagoonal and an oPen ramp environ-
ment. In a previous paper (Boni et al., 1994a), however,
we preferred the interpretation of a ramp environment
because of the lack of any positive evidence of coeval
barrier facies, which could define an internal lagoon'
and because in the eastern sections the grey marbles are
overlain by the prograding fore-reef facies. F{owever, if
we take into account the greater thicknesses of the car-
bonates observed at La Muletta area, it might follow
that the lower part of these successions could be the
lateral equivalent of parts of the phyllites and carbonate
intercalations in the eastern areas. Most of the carbonate
intercalations contain abundant dasycladacean algae: the
only exception are the carbonates occurring at Lungro
(Boni et a1., 1990), where chert nodules as well as radio-
larian remnants have been found. This points to a mi-
xed carbonate-siliciclastic ramp environment' on which
the carbonate sedimentation is progressively advancing
from shallower areas in the S\ff to deeper areas in the
NE.
The Cozzp del Pellegrino mounds can be possibly
envisaged to be growing on the distal part of the hypot-
hesized ramp, this especially considering the abundance
of crinoid plates which accomPany a very differentiated
biota, comprising several species of dasycladacean algae,
porostromata and spongiomorphids.
b) A rimmed platform developed during Ladinian
in the Monte Caramolo area, where sPonges and inozo-
an buildups started to develop along a marginal, high
energy domain. They were feeding with biogenic detri-
tus a fore slope environment, located in the easternmost
area. The exact location of this marginal area was con-
trolled by a topographic relief created by synsedimenta-
ry tectonics, whose evidence are the brecciated facies oc-
curring at the base of the reef complex succession (Boni
et a1., 1994a). It is more difficult, though, to demonstra-
te the existence of a possible link between the initiation
of the reef building and a sea level fa1l, the latter eviden-
ced by some meters of intertidal-suPratidal facies occur-
ring in the middle part of the La Muletta section.
During most of the Ladinan, and possibly in the
early Carnian, the platform facies prograded over the
fore-reef area, as evidenced by the vertical arrangement
of facies in the Monte Caramolo reef complex (see fig. 6
in Boni et al., I994b). Most of the shelf area, however,
was occupie d by a restricted, subtidal lagoon charac-
rcrized by an oligotypic fauna. A terrigenous input from
the continent was Present in the westernmost areas'
whereas it became unimportant toward the east, where
the ree[s could thrieve.
c) At the apex of the regressive trend, restricted
conditions, which had initially prevailed in the west,
spread over the entire shelf, as far as in the near-back-
reef zone of the Monte Caramolo area. This led to the
precipitation of sulfates and to the dolomitization of the
lagoonal sediments in the early diagenetic stages. Moreo-
ver, the siliciclastic input of continental origin reached
the more eastern areas. At the same time, pisolitic crusts
developed in emergent areas at the shelf margins, this
indicating that this evolutionary steP was controlled by
a sea level fall. Both the evaporitic event and the silici-
clastic input can be envisaged at the main reason for the
crisis of the organic buildups.
d) During the Early-Middle Carnian transgression
which followed, the rimmed platform became again a
carbonate ramp. In the more marginal eastern areas, on-
colitic-pisolitic facies alternated with tempestitic beds,
while in the western regions the evaporitic conditions,
associated to a higher siliciciastic input, were more per-
sistent. The dolomitization Processes became wide-
spread, involving the whole platform belt and even the
deeper facies, probably as an effect of large scaie reflux
of supersaturated fluids from the internal, pericontinen-
tal evaporitic-siliciclastic domains.
") In the Late Carnian the terrigenous input in-
creased in the distal part of the ramp (d-e). The biostrati-
graphic data indicate that this event could be correlated
with the deposition of the Raibl Group, well known in
the Alps (Pisa et a1., 1980; Brusca et' al., 1982; Bechstadt
& Schvreizer, tggl) and Carpathians (Haas, 1994), and
recorded also in the Southern Apennines. More data are
however necessary to confirm such a correlation'
San Donato Unit
Cetraro Areahypothetic La Mula - Cozzo del Pellegrino Area Piano Scifarello - Monte Caramolo Area
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f) Immediately after, in the l-owermost Norian the
platform margin was deeply dissected by faults which
reached the underlying reef sediments. The whole facies
belt deepened and the ramp became distally steepened.
Lithotypes younger than Upper Carnian are
known only in the Scifarello area and are represented by
subtidal, laminated dolomites alternating with fenestral
dolomites. These facies, which can be dated as Norian
in age (Boni et al., 1,991; ZamparelIí et a1., in press),
testify a ne'w regressive trend. F{owever, the whole prob-
lem of the Norian evolution of the carbonate succes-
sions in northern Calabria will be briefly examined in
the next chapter.
Discussion.
In the previous chapters we have depicted what
should be the paleoenvironmental evolution of northern
Calabria during Ladinian and Carnian, as recorded in
the successions outcropping in the Cozzo del Pellegrino
massif. Even though such a detailed reconstruction had
never been tried before, nevefiheless, most of the regio-
nal geology studies concerned with the Triassic succes-
sions in northern Calabria always agreed in assuming a
shallow water carbonate/siiiciclastic/evaporitic deposi-
tional domain (Bousquet, 1973; Amodio-Morelli et al.,
1976; Bonardi et al., 1982; Barbieri et al., 1984). In this
respect the results of our research can be viewed both as
a confirmation as well as an extension of these earlier
assumPtions.
F{owever, due to the totally different scenario clai-
med by Ietto & Barilaro (1993), some additional discus-
sion is needed in order to clarify a few basic concepts.
In fact, according to the latter Authors, the Triassic San
Donato succession should pertain to the same basin
where the Lagonegro Units (Scandone, 1967) were depo-
sited. Particularly, the thick carbonate succession of La
Muletta mountain should consist of "calcari con selce",
correlable with those of the Lagonegro Units and conse'
quently interpreted as hemipelagic, deep-water deposits.
During the Upper Carnian the San Donato depocenter
should have corresponded to a transitional domain be-
tween the Lagonegro basin and the Apenninic carbonate
platform domain.
\7e have already shown the reasons why the sce-
nario proposed by Ietto and Barilaro (1993) seems not to
be supported by sufficient data. To this criticism, purely
derived from the critical re-evaluation of the whole exi-
sting literature on the whole San Donato lJnit, we must
add that based on our own field data. In fact, as we have
documented in the present paper (in agreement with Di
Stefano, 1904, pp. 25 and 27), in the thick and wide-
spread limestone successions of La Mula-Cozzo del Pelle-
grino-Piano del Minatore areas there is no evidence of
the "calcari con selce" lithofacies, which might have been
lithostratigraphically comparable with the well known
successions of Lagonegro. Chert beds and nodules only
seldom occur in these successions, this being not a con-
clusive evidence of deep water sedimentation. On the
conÍrary, in the studied successions are recorded Ladi-
nian-Carnian carbonate platform settings, comprising a
restricted lagoon bordered by small patch-reefs with da-
sycladaceans and other algae and by the Monte Caramo-
io shallow water reef-complex. It is evident that nowhe-
re can these sediments be attributed to a basinal do-
main, as affirmed by Ietto & Barilaro (1993).
An hypothetical possibiiity exists, nevertheless, that
the Ladinian-Carnian sediments here concerned could
have represented during Triassic the shelf area flanking the
Lagonegro basin, if not only because the Lagonegro sedi-
ments are the only coeval basinal deposits known so far in
the Southern Apennines. \fle think, howwer, that the tec-
tonic setting of the San Donato terrains is still poorly un-
derstood to try such speculative exercises.
Better worthwhile could be the attempt to corre-
late them with the lithotypes of the Cetraro {Jnit, oc-
curring along the Tyrrhenian coast, only some kms to
the S\fl In this area, in fact, thick, brecciated dolomites
and gypsum beds are associated to phyilites with mar-
bles intercalations. The Cetraro succession, highly defor-
med and metamorphosed in the greenschists facies, has
been traditionally (Quitzow, 1.935 Amodio Morelli et
al., 1976; Dietrich, 1976) considered a lateral equivalent
of the San Donato phyllites and of the Passo dello Sca-
lone evaporites. No biostratigraphic data have ever been
produced in the past to support this correlation. After
our recent data, however, if we accept to correlate the
Cetraro evaporites with those of Passo dello Scalone
area, then, according to our stratigraphy, the same corre-
lation can be applied to the small levels with traces of
evaporitic minerals found in the easternmost areas as far
as the Monte Caramolo and well dated as Carnian.
From this hypothesis it follows that a Carnian episode
of widespread evaporite deposition characterized the en-
tire area, allowing a lithostratigraphic correlation across
the whole Cetraro-San Donato belt. The thickness of
the evaporite and evaporite-derived beds should increase
from NE to SW showing a paleoenvironmental trend
which is compatible with the one suggested from our
sedimentological data, and pointing to more open mari-
ne conditions in the NE.
. If this is true, however, the Cetraro phyllites can
hardly be the stratigraphic equivalents of the Anisian
phyllites (filladi formation) of the San Donato lJnit, as
reported in Dietrich (1976) 
^nd generally accepted in
the literature, because, in this case, the absence of some
hundreds of meters of Ladinian carbonates will require a
sound explanation. 'We think, instead, that the Cetraro
phyllites could be better correlated with the Carnian
phyllites of the Rosa River Vaiiey. Contrary to the San
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Donato Anisian filladi formation s.s., in fact, these
phyllites are strictly associated to the evaporites and
contain brown metarenites of probably continental ori
gin, both characterizing the Cetraro outcrops too. The
greater thickness of the phyllites-evaporites association
in the Cetraro area, compared with that of the same as-
sociation at the Rosa River, can be explained with a pa-
leoenvironmental change from the westernmost areas to
the eastern ones. Therefore, the prevalently carbonatic
successions of the Cozzo del Pellegrino area could late-
rally grade to part of the Cetraro phyllites and evapori-
tes, as we show in Fig. 14.
It is clear that the correlation proposed here is
very rough because very few marker beds exist and
strong heteropies can be expected. In this respect, it wiil
be very important to establish, as closely as possible, the
age of the Cetraro succession.
Another important point to be further discussed
is the Norian evolution of the described Ladinian-Car-
nian successions. Our preliminary observations from
the upper Rosa River Valley to the Pantanelli area have
shown that, even if the Carnian evaporites and associa-
ted calcschists have acted as ductile, highly deformed de-
tachement horizons, there i.s a substantial continuity be-
tween the Ladinian carbonates of La Mula and the No-
rian dolomites of Monte Montea. These views match
those earlier expressed by Grandjacquet (1962) and Da-
mtani (1970), which 'were successively discarded in fa-
vour of a tectonic relationship between these t'wo forma-
tions (Bousquet & Grandjacquet, 1969; Amodio Morelli
et aI., 1976; Ietto et al., 1992). Thus, we believe that the
Norian evolution of the Carnian evaporitic carbonates
of La Mula mountain could be identified in the dolomi-
tes outcropping at Monte Montea and in other surroun-
ding dolomites, all belonging to the Verbicaro Unit
AUCT The abundance of dasycladacean algae, corals
and sphinctozoans in these Norian dolomites, already
quoted by Cortese, and recently studied and re-interpre-
ted in other areas of northern Calabria (Iannace et al.,
1994), seems to indicate platform and platform margin
environments.
The definition of the San Donato Unit and the "calcai-
res plaquettés".
The definition of the San Donato Unrt AUCT, as
we have shown in the Previous Studies section, has been
mostly done in a quite unofihodox manner, without
full documented stratigraphic studies or an exhaustive
discussion on the previous data. Particularly, the signifi-
cance of the calcaires plaquettés lithofacies (Fig. 15),
which for many Authors has become synonymous of
the San Donato Unit, is quite critical. It is not the aim
of this paper, though, to give a complete reassessement
on the regional geology of the San Donato lJnit AUCT.
Nevertheless, we want to stress some ancillary remarks,
derived from our work, which could help to unravel
among the confusing literature, putting at the same time
the basis for future research on the geology of the who-
le area.
a) The most characteristic Ladinian-Carnian litho-
types in the Middle-Upper Triassic of the Cozzo del
Pellegrino massif are black limestones and bioturbated
marly limestones, as well as early diagenetic dolomites,
as described and documented in the present paper. Even
when heavily recrystallized, these lithofacies can be easi-
Iy recognized. Only localiy these limestones appear si-
milar to the "calcaires plaquettés" lithorype, but they ne-
ver reach either the thicknesses or the characteristic fea-
tures of the "calcaires plaquettés" of Piano di Campotene-
Ir' { F\
se |\.trlg. r)r.
b) The "calcaires plaquettés" are indeed charac-
teristic of several outcrops, vzhich have been ascribed to
the San Donato Unit by Barbieri et al. (1984) and by
Ietto et al. (1992) (Piano Campotenese, Papasidero,
Monte Ciagola, Cozzn Petrara). These scattered out-
crops, however, are physically distinct from the huge
outcrops of the well dated Ladinian-Carnian limestones
of Cozzo del Pellegrino massif. In some of the mentio-
ned localities (i.e. at Papasidero, Monte La Serra), the
"calcaires plaqwettés" overlie, with an ambiguous, tectoni-
zed contact, either Rhaetian megalodon-bearing iime-
stones or Norian-Rhaetian dolomites. This was certainly
one of the reasons (together with the paleontological
content quoted by Di Stefano, l9A4 and Bousquet, L971
at Campotenese) why these outcrops are always conside-
red Jurassic-Cretaceous on the geological maps.
c) The effectiveness oî the "calcaires plaquettés" as
a lithostratigraphic unit is highly questionable, particu-
larly if we recognize that they represent a tectono-meta-
morphic facies (BousqueÍ, 1971,; Ietto & Barilaro, 1993).
in this respect, it must be emphasized that also many
Fig. 15 - Typical sample of "calcaires plaquettés", showing graded
bedding and intrafolirl folding (Crmporenese).
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calcareous intercalations in the Anisian-Ladinian phylli-
tes have the same textural characteristics.
d) The stratigraphic continuity between the Ladi-
nian-Carnian carbonates of the Cozzo del Pellegrino
massif, the Norian dolomites and the Jurassic-Creta-
ceors calcaires plaquettés has been reported by Bousquet
(197I,1973), and later acknowledged by Amodio Morel-
li et al. (1,976) in the areas north-west of Saracena. This
fact has been fundamental to define the Campotenese-
Pollino lJnit, and later the San Donato lJnit, as an uni-
que succession, consisting mainly of shallow water car-
bonates, spanning in age from Anisian-Ladinian to Mio-
cene. Bousquer (1971), however, says clearly that this
whole succession was reconstructed from a puzzle of
sparsely outcropping tectonized fragments. From one of
his drawings (fig. 5 in Bousquet, 1971) ít appears also
that his large scale correlation between pre-Norian and
post-Norian successions is based on a single marker-bed
found in a poorly described series of Upper Triassic do-
lomites. -ù7e have no additional data to criticize this
point, even if we consider that this correlation is too
weak to establish a final definition of the tectonic units
in the area. Further researches should be focussed on
this point.
Correlation with other Triassic successions.
The correlation of the San Donato lithotypes
with other Ladinian-Carnian occurrences in the Sout-
hern Apennines is quite difficult because, as already
mentioned, most carbonate platform successions Present
in the Southern Apennines are truncated at the Norian
level. It is generally assumed (D'Argenio et al., 1973)
that this was due to. the presence of Upper Triassic eva-
porites which acted as "décollement" horizon. The only
known Carnian shallow water carbonates are outcroP-
ping in the Picentini Mountains (Galdieri, 1908). Here,
"Raibl type" marly limestones are stratigraphically sand-
wiched between Carnian and Norian dolomites. No de-
tailed data, though, exist on these sediments.
Some intervals of the Cozzo del Pellegrino Massif
succession seem to have their equivalents in the lithoty-
pes found in thrust belt of westernmost Sicily, structu-
rally comparable to Southern Apennines. In the Maretti-
mo island, Carnian evaporitic dolomites and Atticula
marls are contained in the Panormide nappes and are
interpreted as formed in the innermost part of a carbo-
nate platform (Abate et al., 1982). The margin of this
shallow water environment should be recorded in the
carbonatic olistholites present in the Mufara Formation
consisting of Tubipbytes and dasycladaceans boundstones
(Senowbari-Daryan & Abate, 1987).
Some similarities exist also with the Middle-Up-
per .Triassic of the Southern and Eastern Calcareous
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Alps, this particularly between the Monte Caramolo
reef facies and the Esino and Wettersteinkalk reefs, as
already suggested in our previous contributions (Boni et
aI., 1991, 1994a). This parallel apparently also held for
the lagoonal limestone succession of the Cozzo del Pel-
legrino massif, which shares some resemblance with the
Varenna member (Perledo-Varenna formation) of the
Southern Alps (Gaetani et a1., 1,992). The Varenna suc-
cession, however, interpreted as deposited in an anoxic
intraplatform basin, lacks the evaporites and the silici-
ciastics which characferize the Calabrian successions.
From this point of view, the Cozzo del Pellegrino
massif and the Cetraro successions can, on the whole,
be more satisfactorily compared with the Triassic of Sar-
dinia (Gandin et a1., L982), of the French Briangonnais
(Baud Ec Mégard-Galli, 1982) and of Spain (Iberian and
Betic range, Orti-Cabo Er Bayo, 1977; Martrn 6c Braga,
1987; Calvet et al., 1987, 1990). All these successions are
considered to be transitional between the Alpine Trias-
sic and the Germanic Triassic. The most similer,
though, in terms of thicknesses and facies evolution, are
the Spanish successions. These comprise Ladinian (Up-
per Muschelkalk) biack, bioturbated marly limestones,
sponges-Tubiplrytes bntldups and a dolomitic-evaporitic
Keuper, followed by a Norian Hauptdolomlr facies (Cal-
vet et al., 1987, 1990; Martin-Aigarra, 1987).
A final remark shouid be done about the frequen-
tly reported correlation between the San Donato Unit,
together with the overlying Verbicaro Unit, with the
tectonic units of the Tuscan domain. In the maps of the
Structural Model of Italy (Bigi et al.,1991), the San Do-
nato lJnit is compared with the authocthonous Tuscan
domain, whereas the Verbicaro Unit is correlated to the
Tuscan nappe. This follows the assumption of Amodio
Morelli et aI. (1976) of a Verbicaro lJnit consisting of
Norian to Miocene sddiments detached at the ievel of
the Carnian evaporites, tectonically superposed to an au-
tochthonous Anisian to Miocene San Donato Unit.
lil/e believe that this model, with its implication
of ensialic shear tectonics and metamorphism, appears
certainly as the most reliable working hypothesis for
the tectonic evolution of the area. The widespread pre-
sence of evaporitic horizons, acting as detachement le-
vels, and the styie of the folds are further evidence for
such a correlation. FIowever, the obserwed substantial
stratigraphic continuity between the Anisian-Carnian
lithotypes of the San Donato lJnit and the Norian Ver-
bicaro dolomites, together with the doubts we put in
evidence about the stratigraphic position oÍ the calcaires
plaqwettés, implies that the definition of the tectonic
units, as reported in the most recent literature, has to be
partly revised before a complete understanding of the pa-
leogeography and tectonic evolution could be achieved.
Conclusions.
The main aim of this paper was ro illustrate the
stratigraphy and facies characteristics of the Middle-Up-
per Triassic carbonate successions of northern Calabria
and to discuss their paleoenvironmental and paleogeo-
graphic significance. This result has been largely obtai-
ned, even though many unresolved problems still exist
on the exact biostratigraphic definition of these strongly
deformed and recrystallized lithotypes. Nevertheless, the
following points can be now basically evidenced:
1) The general paleoenvironmental characters of
the evaporitic-carbonatic-siliciclastic Middle to Upper
Triassic successions from Monte Caramolo in the NE to
Cetraro in the S\ùf seem now satisfactorily assessed. A
coherent scenario of a pericontinental shelf, with a silici-
clastic-evaporitic depositional area landward in the SV,
passing laterally to a rimmed carbonatic platform, charac-
terrzed by tectonic instability, lagoonal to restricted basi-
nal sediments, moderate but constant siliciclastic input,
and then by bioconstructed facies and high energy fore-
reef environments in the NE is quite well constrained.
2) The evaporitic and evaporite-derived lithofacies
are much more widespread as thought before. They can
be traced from their traditional outcrops at Cetraro-Pas-
so dello Scalone, throughout the San Sosti mountains to
the Scifarello-Novacco area in the NE. In the lasr two
localities they can be broadly referred ro rhe Lower-
Middle Carnian.
3) The successions of northern Calabria had a
transitional character between a Germanic and an Alpi-
ne type Triassic. FIowever, it is not possible to indicate
which was the emergent land to which the Calabrian
carbonate-evaporitic shelf was linked (paleoEurope? Ca-
labria microcontinent?), neither the basin to which it
eventually made transition.
a) The stratigraphic continuity berween the Ladi-
nian-Carnian (San Donato Unit) and the Norian-Rhae-
tian (Verbicaro Unit) carbonates in Northern Calabria,
already hypothesized by Grandjacq)ef (1962), has been
confirmed. On the contrary, the stratigraphic continuity
between the Middle-Upper Triassic succession of Cozzo
del Pellegrino massif and the Jurassic-Cretaceors calcai-
res plaquettés traditionally attributed to the San Donaro
Unit, is not enough documented. It follows that a rede-
finition of the tectonic units present in the whole
northern Calabria is necessary as well as a re-evaluation
of their stratigraphic and sedimentologic significance,
before attempting a full paleogeographic reconsrrucrion.
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